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As a dental hygienist, one of the most important parameters of care is a thorough evaluation of 

the patient’s medical history. Just as former surgeon general C. Everett Koop stated, “A person can’t have 

a good general health without a good oral health”; it is known for there to a be a direct correlation 

between these two factors. A patient's medical history can identify predisposing conditions that may 

affect the extent of treatment, need for premedication, need for treatment modification, patient 

management, and to determine the patient’s response to treatment. Local contributing factors affect 

plaque retention; additionally, systemic contributing factors affect the progress and severity of periodontal 

disease. Here is one case scenario. 

A fatigued, 35 year old, female patient walks in for her first dental appointment since giving birth. 

She has shortness of breath and even the slightest physical exertion such as getting into the dental chair 

seems to exhaust her. We reviewed her medical history and some of these observations begins to make 

sense. The patient indicates that she has anemia (a condition in which there are low levels of red blood 

cells or hemoglobin in the blood), dry mouth, postpartum depression (depression triggered by the birth of 

a child), and a sleeping disorder. Further conversation reveals that she is a mother of a six week old 

preterm, low birth weight, baby girl. Excessive crying and sleeping problems causes tremendous stress on 

top of her depression. She is taking an antidepressant called Zoloft (sertraline), a selective serotonin 

reuptake inhibitor, with the side effect of xerostomia. We should ask the patient if she has experienced 

abnormal bleeding or easy bruising since these are adverse side effects of Zoloft. If so, it would be 



 

advised to receive medical clearance before implementation of treatment. Furthermore, she is taking 

ferrous sulfate, an iron supplement, for her anemic conditions.  

With these factors in mind, we would not be alarmed that the patient has shortness of breath and a 

fast heart rate since she is anemic. It also would be wise to take note if the patient has been hospitalized 

recently or seen a specialist because suicidal risk is one of the first things to assess when a patient is 

suffering from depression. History of hospitalization would be a good indicator of the patient’s emotional 

stability. If the patient is not seeing a specialist, such as a psychotherapist, a referral may be given because 

psychotherapy in addition to pharmacotherapy is more effective in treating depressive disorders. 

Abstaining from smoking, drugs and alcohol is also advised.  

Further findings from the extraoral and intraoral examination would support statements made 

from the medical history. For instance, extraorally we may observe red eyes, heavy eye bags, eye 

twitching and/or excessive yawning due to insomnia. Angular cheilitis may be apparent on the 

commissures of the lip caused by iron deficiency anemia. If rashes, itching or swelling are present in the 

face, tongue or throat we can imply those are allergic reactions to ferrous sulfate. Since the patient also 

reports having a dry mouth,  intraorally we may expect to see a crack tongue, difficulty swallowing, the 

parotid and sublingual salivary glands not functioning as well. Due to anemia, the patient may also have 

atrophic glossitis in which the occurrence of depapitation displays a smooth, shiny and tender tongue. The 

tongue may also appear pale and swollen. The patient would most likely experience glossodynia, painful 

and burning sensations, in which secondary irritation from smoking, mechanical trauma, hot or spicy food 

should be advised. White patches on the tongue or other areas of the mouth and throat are indicators of 

candidiasis since iron deficiency anemia increases the risk for it. The patient may also have halitosis, 

especially during the second trimester of pregnancy because the number of gram-negative anaerobic 

bacteria increases. 

 



 

Further assessment in dental charting indicates many areas of suspicious caries, in the enamel and 

root, caused by xerostomia and poor dietary choices due to the growth of lactobacilli. Often times, 

individuals suffering from depression eat fatty and sweet foods; sweets increase the risk of dental caries. 

Therefore, full mouth series radiographs will be recommended if there are many areas of suspicious 

caries. If not, four bitewings will be sufficient. The gingival tissue and oral mucosa will appear pale pink 

due to a decreased blood supply caused by anemia and periodontal disease. Periodontal findings that 

verify the patient with type III chronic periodontitis include: 5-6mm probing depths, bleeding upon 

probing, loss of periodontal attachment, up to 33% radiographic bone loss causing grade II mobility (2mm 

of movement) or grade II furcations (bone destruction on one or more aspects, but not all). Tissue and 

bone destruction is initiated by cytokines. This correlates with preterm birth because F. nucleatum has 

been found in the amniotic fluid  The lipopolysaccharide (LPS) in the cell membrane of these bacteria 

activates the cytokines while amniotic fluid induces preterm labor. Furthermore, the lack of saliva 

corresponds to a decrease of antibacterial components such as lysozyme, lactoferrin, lactoperoxidase and 

myeloperoxidase. This decreases the patients defense mechanism against bacteria which makes them 

more susceptible to caries and periodontal disease. Chronic periodontitis occurs in the presence of biofilm 

which will be quantified by performing the plaque index. The plaque index would most likely be high 

with the presence of generalized subgingival calculus on account of bad oral homecare. Women remain at 

increased risk for depression for up to a year after delivery and high levels of stress will repress the 

importance of good oral hygiene. Thus, patient education would be a major part in treatment planning.  

When the patient is under constant psychomotor agitation combined with the lack of compliance, 

the progression of the treatment plan slows down. Feelings of hopelessness, worthlessness and guilt 

induced self-impairment and lack of motivation to care for their teeth. We must approach the patient with 

positive reinforcement, reassurance and show genuine interest to build rapport. It is best to avoid 

guilt-inducing words. Instead we can gently point out areas with biofilm retention and its connection with 



 

periodontitis. We can also remind the patient how periodontitis and preterm birth is related, possibly 

showing the probing depths to the patient. We can mention the prognosis of decrease inflammation and 

bleeding upon problem can only occur if they work with us, explaining how good oral health is 

maintained by debridement and good homecare. Hopefully, these motivation factors will be enough to 

institute patient compliance. Moreover, we need to educate the patient about their diet. We can advise 

them to eat more iron-riched food to help with anemia such as: beef, lamb, spinach, tofu and etc. On the 

other hand, we should advise them to stay away from sweet food that would increase the chances of 

dental decay. Since the patient has xerostomia, we can inform them of saliva substitutes and recommend 

xylitol gums between meals. Unfortunately, difficulty with memory and concentration may be a symptom 

of depression. Thus, it is imperative that we remain patient, repeat ourselves often and make sure the 

patient fully understands everything. 

Before debridement begins, we should make sure we receive medical clearance if the patient 

reports abnormal bleeding as a side effect from medication. We also need to receive informed consent of 

the treatment, explaining how periodontitis type III requires four quadrant scaling which will transpire in 

multiple sessions. Normally, two quadrants of the the same side can be scaled in one day for patient 

comfort. However, since she has shortness of breath, is under extreme stress, depressed and anemic, we 

may want to scale one quadrant per visit depending on the patient’s response. Pain management may 

include 20% topical benzocaine and oraqix (1 capsule of 2.5% lidocaine and prilocaine gel) or local 

anesthesia. In each revisit, we should review the medical history, perform intraoral inspection, evaluate 

the response of the tissue to scaling and debridement procedure, and evaluate the patient’s compliance to 

changes in home care by employing the disclosing solutions and obtaining a new plaque index score. 

Thereafter, the previous homecare method should be reviewed and new one should be taught if the patient 

was compliant. The next quadrant can be scaled and this process repeats until all quadrants are completed.  

 



 

We would not use suction when scaling and engine polishing since the patient has xerostomia. If 

there is heavy staining, it may be caused by the liquid preparations of iron supplements. We can inform 

the patient to use straw to minimize staining or take oral tablets instead. We would consider using coarse 

abrasives if that is case. After instrumentation, 2% sodium fluoride should be administered and home 

fluorides can be suggested since xerostomia makes the patient more susceptible to caries. Other 

considerations to think about while treatment planning, is the patient’s shortness of breath. 

Photosensitivity is a side effect of medication, so we should be cautious when adjusting the light and 

provide tinted protective eyewear for the patient. Additionally, to prevent postural hypertension, we 

should sit the patient up slowly and have them remain seated instead of standing immediately. If the 

patient is non-compliant after the completion of phase I and re-evaluation, retreatment will be performed 

until the disease is control. This is likely to happen with our patient since postpartum depression 

negatively affects patient motivation and anemia results in a lack of energy. On the other hand, if the 

chronic periodontitis type III is controlled, referral to a periodontist for bone grafting may be suggested 

due to radiographic evidence of bone loss. If not, three months recare for periodontal maintenance will be 

advisable. 

There are many factors that will alter treatment planning. As a dental hygienist, our role is to 

provide the best care possible both educationally and mechanically with optimum patient comfort. We 

should always be patient oriented. The best way to do this is to have a thorough understanding of the 

medical history.  
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